The National Service Scheme of Jai Prakash University, Chapra

N.S.S. J.P. University, Chapra has established a glorious reputation of achievement. It has also made its strong hold upon the programmes of national level. In all cultural and social programmes of national or provincial level its volunteers have successfully made their separate identity.

It is the matter of reverence and glory that three volunteers of this unit have achieved national award by the President of India. Among them Md. Jahangir was given Indira Gandhi N.S.S. Award in 2008, Vishwa Ranjan was given national youth award in 2010 and Praveen Kumar was given Indira Gandhi N.S.S. Award in 2013. Three volunteers were also sent abroad as a member of cultural group. Md. Jahangir was sent to Maldives Vishwaranjan and Arvind Kumar Giri to China by the youth programme and the Ministry of youth affairs & sports.

The University N.S.S. has been provided opportunity to manage national level cultural programme concerning with youth by the government of India, Ministry youth affairs & sports. Here four times National Integration camps have been set up in which numerous volunteers of N.S.S. of different Universities have participated. Once Pre-Republic day parade has been arranged here in which 250 participants of Andhra Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh and Jharkhand have participated. The parade on the main road of Delhi on the occasion of the Republic Day has been also participated by the volunteers of N.S.S. of this University. In 2014, Priti Kumari of J.P.M.College, Chapra has participated in the Republic Day Parade of Delhi.

The volunteers of N.S.S. of J.P. University, Chapra have been participating continuously in the famous programmes of national level like Mega-Camp, National Integration Camp, Rajiv Gandhi Adventures Programme as well as in the parade on the eve of Republic Day.

The University N.S.S. has also rendered its services for pervading consciousness among people for blood donation, casting votes, protection from AIDs and earth quake with planting trees for environmental protection, women strongness, increasing literacy as well as protection of national monuments.

In 2013 to 2014 following programmes have been produced by N.S.S. of J.P.U., Chapra. By N.S.S. J.P.U., Chapra 45 special camps were setup during the year of 2013 to 2014. Seven thousand (7000) plantation
was performed. Eight Blood Donation camps were set up in which following works were performed………

- Blood Donation was completed. 96 K.M. road was repaired. Six thousand people were made literate. Seven consciousness expeditions were conducted related to R.T.I.
- 120 Seminars were held on Disaster Management. 120 programmes were held for women forcefulness.
- Earthquake security week, voters consciousness rallies, AIDS consciousness rallies, Blood Donation rallies and rallies concerning with health were produced by means of Nukkar Dramas and rallies.
- Six seminars, 180 expedition, five days inter collegiate camps were arranged and in 20 college self-financial unit of N.S.S. were started.
- In January 2013, 6 boys and 6 girls students were sent in national integration camp of Jodhpur. It secured second position in folk dance arranged by forty universities. In the same programme, Rajnish Kumar secured the first position in playing on the musical instruments.
- The participants of N.S.S. were engrossed to contribute in distribution of the government’s aid for clothing and bicycles amount.

- On the auspicious occasion of youth day and Swami Vivekananda Jayanti a cultural function was arranged in the University.
- In 2013 camps were set up in Chapra and Siwan by the volunteers of Red-Ribbon club in which trainings were given for the protection of AIDS by doctors and specialists of AIDS Control Society.
- On the occasion exorbitant merriment festival ‘Holi’ the volunteers of N.S.S. arranged a meeting party ceremony in the University.
- For spreading consciousness among people towards Blood-donation Nukkar Dramas were displayed on all public places and in all colleges (8to11july2013).
• 10th July 2013, the death anniversary of Bhikhari Thakur, an eminent poet of Bhojpuri was deeply celebrated by the members of J.P.U., Chapra. N.S.S. on Bhikhari Chowk, Chapra, in which the reverent exponent prof Dr. S.N. Dubey, the Vice-Chancellor of J.P.U., registrar Prof. Vijay Pratap Kumar, the Deon student of Welfare Department Dr. Virendra Narayan Yadav, Dr. Lal Babu Yadav and the members of Press Media made the function radiant by their presence.

• On 12th July 2013, a Blood Donation Camp was established in the old campus of J.P.U., Chapra. In that expedition, Prof. Ravi Prakash, the Programme Officer, Dr. Punam Singh, Dr. Vasundhara Pandey, Dr. Raj Kumar Sinha, Assistant of the University, Secretary of association Arvind Pratap Singh made the donation of blood. Except them more than twenty boys and girls students donated their blood in the leadership of Neeraj kumar singh.

• 24th July 2013, on the 150th Birth Anniversary of Swami Vivekananda a youth congregation was held by the joint co-operation of Ram Krishna Mission, Chapra and N.S.S. of J.P.U., Chapra.

• Concerning with AIDs an office was set up by the Nodal Officers of all colleges of Red-Ribbon clubs on 11th August 2013. That office was properly inaugurated by Prof. Dr. Shri Niwas Dubey, the subsequent Vice-Chancellor of J.P.U., Chapra.

• On 24th August 2013, a selection camp was setup to select participants for participating in the Pre-Republic Parade of Gwalior (M.P.) in which 150 participants participated. Among them five girls and four boys students were selected.
On 24th September 2013, a seminar was arranged in the campus of the University whose topic was “The Role the youth in the building of nation”.

The programme of plantation was conducted by J.P.U. N.S.S. and Mahindra Finance.

Camps ambassadors were elected in all colleges to make the voters conscious. In most of the colleges N.S.S. Volunteers conducted this scheme.

1st December 2013 on the occasion of World’s AIDS Day an enormous rally was arranged. Neeraj Kumar Singh, the member of N.S.S., J.P.U., Chapra and his fellowmen delivered knowledge about AIDS by displaying Nukkar Drama on various places.

2nd October 2013 and 11th October 2013 on the occasion of Gandhi Jayanti and Jay Prakash Jayanti Seminars and cultural programmes were arranged by the volunteers of N.S.S. in the campus of J.P.University, Chapra.
On 19th November 2013, Pravin Kumar, the volunteer of N.S.S. was conferred Indira Gandhi National Services Award by the President of India in President House, Delhi.

5th December 2013 on the occasion of International volunteers day “A Slogan Writing Competition” and photo exhibition was arranged by N.S.S. volunteers near inaugurated by subsequent V.C. Prof. Dr. S.N.Dubey.

2nd December 2013 on the occasion of Human Right Day, an enormous rally was arranged.

11th December 2013 an Honour ceremony was held in the campus of the University, in which Md. Jhangir and Praveen Kumar were honoured for achieving Indira Gandhi Award. Ritu Raj, Swati Kumari, Deepshikha and Amrit Kumar were honoured for achieving first, second and third position respectively in slogan composing on 5th December International Volunteer Service Day. A cultural programme was also held on the same day.

From 12th December to 25th December 2013 two boys and two girls students were sent to participate in Mega Camp Tejpur (Assam) after selection from 11th December to 25th December 2013.

From 17th December to 21st December, 2013 an Inter colleges N.S.S. Camp was arranged in J.C. College, Chapra in which 150 volunteers from all colleges of J.P.University participated. In this camp Dr. Rekha Shriwastva as the paramount programme officer, Ritu Raj (R.C.) as paramount maid volunteer and Mantu Kumar as the best male volunteer were awarded for 2013.

From 15th December to 30th December 2013 in the schools of Chapra, Siwan and Gopalganj, 60-60 volunteers were engaged to help in the distribution of the amount of bicycle and dress.
• 28th December 2013, Priti Kumari was sent to Delhi to participate in the Republic Day Parade of 26th January 2014. She participated the Parade, subsequently she was invited to the President House and Prime Minister House one day after.

• 11 to 16 January 2014 a national unity camp was arranged in the Vishweshwariya Technical University, Belgaum (Karnataka) in which three boys and three girls students participated with the tem manager Prof. Awadhesh Sharma.

• 12 to 16 January 2014 Youth Festival was arranged in Ludhiyana (Punjab) in which 5 boys and 4 girls students of J.P.University, Chapra participated with Dr. J. Chaudhari, the programme officer of J.C. Chapra.

• 21 to 30 January 2014 Dr. Rekha Shriwastva the programme officer of J.P.U., Chapra participated the Rajeev Gandhi Adventure Programme with 5 girls and 7 boys students at Dharmshala (Himachal Pradesh)

• From 15th to 21st January 2014, an earthquake security week was arranged by the N.S.S. of J.P.U., Chapra. More than ten thousand pamphlets were distributed, a consciousness was arranged and a slogan writing competition was also arranged in all colleges of J.P.U., Chapra for one day whose topic was “Earthquake is one, securities are several”. Successful participants of slogan writing were rewarded on the occasion of 26th January 2014 in the main office of J.P.U., Chapra.
• Hundreds of male and female volunteers of N.S.S. participated in the Marathon Race arranged by District Administration on the occasion of Fourth Voters Day on 25th January 2014, at 7 A.M. The District administration expressed its obligation for N.S.S. in its addressing. On the same day at 2 P.M. male and female volunteers of N.S.S. participated in a rally arranged by administration will slogan planks in which a girl student was in the guise of “Bharat Mata”.

• On 21st February 2014, on the launching of National Youth Policy 2014 and Rajeev Gandhi Khel Abhiyan. The Government of India youth programme and the book produced by Ministry of youth affairs & sports were revealed by Prof. Dr. Birendra Narayan Yadav, the dean student welfare department and Swami Advaitanand Maharaj, the Secretary of Ramkrishna Mission, Chapra. After revelation a rally was arranged by the volunteers of N.S.S. with the scene of Swami Vivekananda.

• The N.S.S. was organized to give an embodiment of the youth’s power, creative power, according to Mahatma Gandhi, the Father of nation. But the purpose for which N.S.S. was established is decaying, because a number of colleges are not taking interest in arranging special cams and conducting regular programmes. The absence of students in colleges and lack of grouping sentiment is the matter of anxiety. To unite the society, to nursh the suffering humanity and to accelerate the development of nation, creative mentality may be developed among students by means of N.S.S., J.P.U., Chapra and their participation may be ensured in creative process.
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